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Music is planet’s
brightest star

SCIENCE fiction,
Shakespeare and
rock-and-roll collide

to make the Return to the
Forbidden Planet a very
original night out.

Working best as a rock
concert with extra
sequins, this musical
continues to display the
same glittery camp that
has won it cult status over
the last twenty years.

Finetime Fontayne
directs this slightly
reworked version of
Return, but the plot
remains the same. The
space ship Albatross lifts
off to the sound of Wipe
Out, and gets even more
surreal from that point on.

Captain Tempest
(William Wolfe Hohan)
leads his crew across

outer space, only to crash
land onto a rocky planet.
Fortunately, a mysterious
scientist named Prospero
(John Elkington) rescues
them with his tractor
beam. When he introduces
his lovely daughter
Miranda (Emily Grace),
she and the Captain soon
become a pair of star
crossed lovers.

Unfortunately, Prospero
has some dark secrets of
his own – concerning the
ships' science officer,
Gloria (Marianne
Benedict), and a mind-
expanding drug that will
create enormous danger
for everybody on board.

Dr Brian May, CBE,
provides a wry narration
just in case that storyline
slips past you. The plot
isn't really the point, and
it's much more fun to wait
for the next song, which is
never far away.

It carries far too many
tunes to list here, and
Return's cast demonstrate
enormous ability with the
varied instruments that

they play on the ship’s
bridge. A little more
energy overall could have
truly brought the show
together. Prospero's
assistant, Ariel (Dale
Superville), stands in for
the original Robbie the
Robot, and provides much
of the weirdness it
needed. His take on the
song Who's Sorry Now is a
particularly funny
moment in the show.

It's impossible to dislike
the combination of rock
and roll and madcap
science fiction, and the
campy costume designs
give it an extra twinkle.
The tricky remixing of
Shakespearean dialogue
contains puns like
"Beware the Ids of
March" that are used
effortlessly by the crew.

It really shouldn’t work,
but it successfully
transports the audience
on a raucous intergalactic
voyage – and the fantastic
music is its brightest star.

–Joanna Neilson
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Dale Superville as Ariel and Marianne Benedict as Gloria

Tribute to
jazz
guitarist

EEXXTTRRAASS

A MUSICAL tribute to a
popular Hampshire jazz
guitarist has been lined up
for Romsey’s United
Reformed Church.

Peter Finch was a
popular member of the
Southampton Jazz Guitar
Society, which meets in
Romsey on the last
Tuesday of each month at
the Abbey Hotel in
Romsey, and also played in
various bands, including
the IBM Big Band and
Bunny Austin’s Band.

He died suddenly in
December and now his
fellow musicians are
planning a special
afternoon in his memory.

“Peter was a very, very
good solo guitar player
and did a lot of his own
arrangements.

“He was a very popular
member of our group, a
lovely guy and a very well-
respected one,” said
Society member Simon
Newton.

He added that the tunes
being played would be the
tunes Peter played and
loved, while there will also
be a tribute by the
minister, the Rev Terry
Hinks.

The main beneficiary of
the event, on Saturday,
April 22, at 2pm, and
which is open to the public
with admission at £4, will
be the Musicians’
Benevolent Fund and a
donation is also likely to
be made to the church
building fund.
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